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Course evaluations
to be administered
By Wrenn Propp
Students in half the academic departments of UNM grade their
teachers every fall and spring when
the Instructor and Course Evaluation
System (ICES) is administered.
The use of this system differs
from college to college. Also, the
purpose of the evaluations within
these colleges and schools varies.
Assistant Director of the Testing Division in University College, Kurt
Minnick, said many of the colleges
do not use ICES at all, opting for a
teacher and course evaluation fonn
written within the college.

Joe Cavaretta

THOUSANDS of city "'sidents br•ved freezing weather conditions Saturday morning to
enjoy the 36th Annual Downtown Christmas P•r•de.

New parking lot to be opened
for UNM students this spring
By Stephanie Dominguez
An additional 489 free parking
spaces east of the new Childcare Coop building on North Canipus will
be available to UNM students in the
spring semester, said Ned Ross,
assistant director of the university
physical plant.
Marvin "Swede'' Johnson, administrative vice pn=sident of student
affairs, alumni relations and development, said the parking lot, currently under construction, is needed
because of an increase in student
population.
An increase of about 2,000 students attending UNM this semester,
has made it difficult for the university population to find parking in the
six free Jots already available on
north campus. Johnson said the
parking problem worsens on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
when more students attend classes.

Campus police Chief Berry Cox, tion received by the bus service.
director of parking services, said all
"We need to know its peak times
paid parking on North Campus was of use," Cox said. "It's possible we
sold out this school year.
will have to re-petition the central
Johnson said the the new parking administration for another bus.'' He
lot will be convenient for students said the proposal was for a 24 to 30
who will utilize the services of the passenger mini-bus equipped with a
Childcare Co-op.
wheel•chair lift.
"It's a great situation for paCox also proposed that a shuttle
rents," Johnson said. "They can bus be used within the main campus.
park there, take their children to the This could reduce the number of uniCo-op, then take the shuttle bus to versity fleet cars now used by various university departments for onschool."
Cox said $34,000 of the $54,000 campus travel, he said.
••A Jot of vehicles that have been
appropriated for construction of the
new parking lot will go toward ex- a.41Signed permanently to certain detending the current shuttle-bus route partments, sit there and take up a Jot
to go behind Carrie Tingley Hospit- of space,., he said. "If we had these
al, KNME television station and the cars off the streets, we could sell
more permits."
Co-op.
"By and large, the university
Although a proposal for an additional shuttle bus was tabled by uni- administration is very good about
versity administration, Cox said that considering proposals of this type
a study is currently underway to de- and reconsidering them at the
termine the actual amount of utiliza- appropriate time," he said.

Minnick said of the 43 percent of
faculty and teacher assistants using
ICES, only the College of Fine Arts,
School of Pharmacy and School of
Physical Therapy use ICES for the
entire evaluation process.
The original copies of the evaluation are given to the instructor and a
computer print~out of the results go
the Provost's office and to dean of
the college. He said the fonns are
given twice yearly to all instructors
for all courses within these colleges.
ICES and other evaluation systems administered at UNM are put to
various uses within each college.
Dean of Arts and Sciences Chris
Garcia said ICES is used in all but
three of the college's departments.
Garcia said Biology, Mathematics
and Philosophy use evaluations developed within the departments or
by another outside source. Due to
the decentralized nature of Arts and
Sciences, Garcia said, his office
only recommends some form of evaluation on teaching and courses.
More emphasis is placed on peer
evaluations.
"We have 20 departments and a
huge variable to how the ICES system is put to use. Sometimes it is
administered to all faculty members
within a department. In other depart-

ments only untenured faculty receive ICES. We do recommend its
use because it provides valuable
feedback for the improvement of
teaching," Garcia said.
The College of Arts and Sciences
also uses peer evaluations to judge
study faculty perfonnance, Garcia
said that to a greater or lesser extent,
student evaluations are used in the
college's office in faculty considerations.
College of Fine Arts Dean Donald
McRae said the evaluations are one
of a four-part faculty performance
tab1e submitted to personnel committees for promotion, tenure and
salary increase considerations. Research and creative work, service to
their department and college, and
persona] character are the three other
areas used for consideration. McRae
said though :t would be difficult to
say what weight each area has, consistently low student evaluations
play an important role in defining
overall faculty perfonnancc.
Associate Provost Joel Jones said
the office of the Provost uses a com~
putor printout of the results for each
instructor for some insight when
making recommendations for promotion or tenure.
..At UNM we use a system for
promotion called Code Three. At the
third year of a non-tenured teacher's
time with us, a decision is made on
promotion or termination. It's up or
out. This means that student evaluation will play a key role in this decision if peer evaluations do not seem
to be thorough," Jones said.
Professor of Education, Sven
Winther said professors in the Col:
lege of Education may decide if evaluations will be administered in their
courses or not. Winther said
teachers may use their set of scales
and own course evaluation forms.
However, the evaluations are used
within the college for tenure and
promotion decision, Winther said.

Rivera to serve
on task force

Library's computer reads to the blind
By Julie Matteucci

trained personnel," Rollins said.
After they are trained, they receive a
Zimmerman Library has many certificate card and this enables
services for the. handicapped, but them to reserve the room, he said.
one of its prized possessions i~ a
Zimmerman Library's KRM was
machine that reads to the blind.
the first one purchased in Albuquer~
"We have a number of specia1 que. UNM bought it in August of
equipment for people to use that 1981 and it cost $24,800. However,
have visual or hearing handicaps, the money was not from UNM
but the Kurzweil Reading Machine funds. Instead, the money was
is the crown jewel," said Stephen raised by the Albuquerque North·
Rollins, circulation librarian.
west Lyons Club, the UNM Founda~
· . The. Kurzweil Reading Machine tion, T~e University Affirmative
(KRM) is a desk top computer with Action Program and a gtant from the
· 33 key functions that use synthetic Levi Strauss Foundation.
spet>.ch to read printed materials in
The KRM is available for public
English. The company who manu- use too. "We've trained 12 people
factures the KRM is now adding a to use it but only two are UNM stufeature so that it can read foreign dents," Rollins said, "and we could
languages.
accommodate a Jot more users."
The synthetic speech is somewhat About 30 blind students now attend
difficult to understand, but the user UNM, Rollins said.
KRM's cpmputer program is like
eventually becomes accustomed to
a cassette but a little smaller. The
hearing it.
11
The potential user has to be cassette gives the machine all of its
trained on the machine .which takes commands. It contains 2,000 probetween four and six hours by our nunciation rules and can recognize

Jose Rivera, Chicano Studies and
architecture and planning instructor,
and director of the Southwest Hispa230 type faces or print. A user places nic Research Institute, was invited
the material to be read (sheets of recently to serve on a task force
paper, books or magazines) on a sur- funded by the Ford Fomi'dation.
The task force would define reface scanner and the machine reads
the material aloud line by line. It search priorities and direct and
can, by the user's key commands, shape the work of the organization in
repeat the previous lines or words, order to submit a written product to
spell out words, and announce punc~ the foundation.
The task force, the Hispanic Re~
tuation and capitalizations.
The machine is capable of reading search Secretariat on Social Services
250 words per minute, and the aver- and Community Development and
age person listens at about 250 administered by the National Coun~
cil of La Jtaza, is one of five secre·
words per .minute.
The KRM also serves as a talking lariats funded by the Ford Foundacalculator. A change of the program · tion. The other task forces are
enables it_ to perform and announce education, employment, civil parti~
computations and complex func· cipation and demographic data
needs.
tions.
The job of the task force includes
Moreover, for the blind and the
visually impaired, the KRM pro- defining the state of knowledge on
vides personal and direct access to Hispanics in . social services and
printed and typed material "It community development by reoffers them a wider variety of read- search; setting priority Hispanic
ing material be(:ause they don't have concerns in topic areas; identifying
human readers or have material put and exploring ways to successfully
on tape, which can be very costly,'' link organizations or researchers and ·
identifying other expert .researchers.
Rollins said.

-- ·"''~

In today's Lobo
Basketball season opens
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How Important i• good
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RYONPAGE4.
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Wire Report

by United Press International

Jobs bill tops Congress agenda
Walesa still in charge;
Solidarity won't protest
WARSAW, Poland- The
underground Solidarity leadership,
in a major strategy shift, Saturday
called off protests slated for next
month and expressed hope for ''a
kind of cease"firc between the authorities and society."

"Under these conditions, we
have decided to call off the December protest actions," the statement
said, The planned actions had included a "week of protest" Dec.
13· 17 to mark the martial law
anniversary.

The leadership, in a statement
dated Nov. 22 and circulated Saturday, also said it would stibordinate
itself completely to the wishes of
leader Lech Walesa, released two
weeks ago from 11 months of martial law int~rnment.

The statement said any solution
to political conflict must include
the release of the several thousand
political prisoner, re-hiring of people dismissed for political activity,
reactivation of suspended organizations and an end to tight censorship.

"'J'he release of Walesa, the
announcement of the date of a visit
hy Pope John Paul and the (imminent) announcement of the lifting
of martial law - all these crcute u
new political situation," said a
statement by the five-man national
underground command.

In a departure from previous
stands, the underground did not
specifically demand the restoration
of Solidarity, which was banned
with the passing of a new trade
union law Oct. 8.

The statement virtually left ev·
crything in Wale>a's hands, inkind of cease-fire between the au- cluding whether the underground
thorities and society," it said.
stn1cturcs, with its fiveman leadership of fugitive Solidarity activThe statement was the first re- ists, should continue.
sponse by underground leaders to
Walcsa's relensc. Jt also rcflcctcd
So far, there has been no indica·
the underground Solidarity lead· tion Walesa has had contacts with
crship's acknowledgment that their the underground. He has refused to
protest tactics have failed.
speculate on his future role.
''It gives some hope at least for a

Student Book Store
Opposite UNM
2122 Central SE 243-1777
Serving UNM and the Albuquerque area

Exams are Coming!
To help you study we carry the full line of
Schaum's Outline Series.
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ACCOUNIINU, 2(o6. • ..... SUS ElECIROMAGNITICS ....... 1&.95
ACCOUNIING II, 2/ed. • •.•.. SUS EIECIRONIC CIRCUITS ...... SUS
ACOUSIICS , ............ , $1.9S ElECIRDNIC
COMMUNICAIIDM •••••••.• 16.95
ADVANCED ACCOUNIING •••• SUS
ADVANCED CAlCUlUS ...... SUS mmONICS 1£CHNDlDGI •. S1.9S
ElEIIENI4RY llCEIRA •••••• $5.SS
ADVANCED MAIHEMAIICS lor
£ntineers & Scientists . ~ •. $1,15 Revilwol
ElEMENTARY MATHEMATICS • , 15.95
ADVANCED
SIRUCIUUUNILI'SIS .....SUS lntrolfuctitlf to
ADYERIISING • , •.•••••• , •SUS fJICINEUINGCAlCUIAIIDNS • $US
ANALYTIC G!OMITU ....... SUS ENCIIURINC
MECHAIIICS, 3/ld......... $1.15
APPLIED PHYSICS ••••••••. SUS ENGliSH CRIIIIMAI • , •• , ••• SUS
WIC tiRCUIIAUIYSIS .... SUS ESSENIIAl COMPutER
WIC EQUATIONS OF
JIIIIIEMIIICS • • ........ Sl.IS
EN;!MURIICSCIEIICE .... SUS FIEDIACI&
WIC JIIIHEJIIIICS FOR
COITRDl SYSTEMS • _.•••• 11.15
ElECIIICITY AID
ElECTIIOIICS ........... SUI •FII.IIICIIl ACCDUIIIIHI •••• 51.15
FINIIE DIFFERINCES and
IASICMAIHEJIITICS
CIFFERENCEfQUATIOMS ... 57.15
witft a,,icalioos •••••••• $5.15
FIIIIE JIIIHEIIAIICS ...... SI.U
IDGUEEPIIG &
ACCDUIIIIIG ............ IUS FlrsiYoor
CGll!GE MAINEIIITICS .... SI.IS
IDGIUNUCEIII
1011 Switclli"' Clrclrils •• , •• 17.15 FlUID DIIWIICS •••. , .•••• SUI
llltrtlloelien Ia IUSINES$ • , • ».15 flUID M£CNAIIICS
& HYDUUliCS .......... $US
lotrtdtlcliollfl
FOURIEUIAlYSIS ........ S7.1S
IUSIN!S$ OIUIIItAIION AIO
MAIIACEMEIT , .......... SUS FRENCH CRIMJUR. 2/lll.•••• SUS
IUSINESS STATISIICS ...... Sl.ll IEIIlllll TOI'DlOGY •••••• , $1.15
CAlCUlUS .............. S1.!5 CEII!liCS ,. , ............ 51.t5
CNILIII'SICIIOLOII ....... $5.11 CEIIIIAN UAHAR .••••• , • W.tl
CotUIUlCUU ........ lUI
IRDUP IHEOR'( ........... $1.1S
CillUCEIUSit!fSS LIW , ... SUS
COI.l!Cl CHEMISIIY, Iiiii. . . SUI HUT TRANSFER ..... ,. ... $1.15
ClllliCE I'IIUI£5,1/H. .. .. SUS IMTUIIl0141lltCOUNTIIIti I • IUS
CIIIPW YMIAil!S •••.•• , 11.11 IITEIIUTIDIIAI.
ECOIOIICS , .......... SUi
CIJIIPUIII SC:IIm . , ..... $1.15
IIAlllll CRIMMIR • • •, •••• lUI
CDMMIIS AID
PRDCIIMMING •.•.•••••• $1.15 LIUANCIIN DYNAMICS .•. , . SUS
CONTIIIIJUMMECNiMICS .... S1.!5 UPLICE TIAIISFDNMS •..•• SUS
COSIACCOUIIIH I .. .. .. SU! LINEAUlCEIAA • _........ $6.15
MACHINE D!SIGN • , •.•••.• SUS
~COSTACCOUNIING II ....... SUS
DUA PROCESSING ••.•.••• $1.95 MiCAOECDNOMIC THEORY ••• S6.95
OESCRIPIIVE GIOM!TRY •••• SUI MIRKEIING ............. Sf.95
OEYilDPMINI ECONOMICS •• 15.15 MIIHEMIIICIL NINDiiOOK
of Formulosandltbl!l .. . 17.95
DIFFERENTIAl EQUiiiDNS .•• SUI
IIATMEMAIICSFOR
DIFFERtNIIAl S!OMEl-T .•• SUS
ECOIOMISIS ............ SUS
DIGIIAl PlilliCIPLES . , , •.•• SUI IIATNIMIIICS DF FINANCE .•• iUS
DISCRETE MATHEMAIICS .... $1.15
MATRICES .............. SS.IS
jtDYNIMIC STRUCTURAl
llll!SIS • , , •.••••••••• SUS MECHANICAL VIIRAIIONS ••• S7.tS
URIH SCIENCES .......... ~.15 MICRO ECONOMIC IHEORY , .• SUS
llfCIRIC CIRCUITS , •••• -•• SUS oMIUOPROCESSOR
FUNDAMINTAIS .... ·...... SUS
EliCIRIC MACHINES AND
£lECTRDMECHAIICS •..••• SUS IIDDIRNALGEBRA ......... $1.15
oFOATHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

MODERN
ElEM!IITARYAlCEIIll ..... SUS
Modern lntroduclorr
DIFFEAENIIAL EQUITIDIIS •. SUS
MODERN PHYSICS ......... $7.1S
NUMERICAl AIIIUSIS , •.••• SUS
OPERIIIDIS RESEARCH , •• , , 51.15
OPIICS .. _............. SI.IS
ORCAIIIC CHEll ISTU ....... IUS
PERSOUI FINAilCfl
CONSIIMERECDIIIIIICS , .. IUS
PHYSICRl CNEMISTn ...... SUS
PNYSICIL SCIENCE ........ 15.15
PWI!CEDIITIY , ........ IUS
PRINCIPlES OF ECOIIOMU:S •• 15.15
PROIAIILITY ......... , .. SUS
PROI.UiliTY & STAIISTU:S •, 11.15
PRDCRIMIIIIC WITH
BASIC, 2/od. • .......... 11.15
PRDGRAHING
WITH FORIIAI .. , ....... $1.15
PROIECTIVE C!OIIITIY ..... 51.1.i
lnlroducriorlto
PSICNOlDU ............ 15.15
PSYCHOlDCY DF IUINIII •• SUS
PUNCIUATIDN. CAPilli·
IZATIOl, UD SPlUIIIC ,. .. M.f5
GUAIITIT411V£ METMOGS IN
IIAIIIIC!MENT , .......... IUS
REAl VARIUlES .......... Sl.tl
IEINFDRC£0 CONCRETE
D!SICN ,. ....... ,. ..... SJ.tl
SITTHEDRY .. , .......... $5.t5
lolrotltelltnla
SGCIDIOGY .............. $5.15
SPAC£ SIRUCIURIL
MALISIS .............. SI.tl
SPAIISII UAIIIIII,
2/ed .................. ~.15
STATE SPACE AID liNEAR
SISIEMS .............. IUS
STATISTICS .............. ST.;s
STUISIICS AND
ECONOMETRICS • , •.•..••. SUS
STRENCIH of MAT!RIIlS .... SUS
SIRUCIURiliNRl\'SIS • , ••• SUS
TAl ACCOUNIIN; ••.••.. , , SUI
TfCHIIICil MATHEIIITICS ••• SUS
TEST II!MS IN !DUCITIDN ••. SUS
THEORETICAl M~CHANICS ••• SUS
THERMODYNAMICS •••••.•• SUS
TRANSMISSIOILIIIES •••••• SUS
TRIGONOMETRY ••••...•... SUS
VECTOR INILYSIS ......... 51.95

P!IICES SUBJEGI TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

WASHINGTON - Senate Republican leader Howard Baker Sunday forecast bipartisan cooperation
in the lame-duck congressional ses.
sian that starts Monday and is all but
certain to enact a public works-jobs
bill.
Democrats may press to add housing, sewer and other public works
construction to the highway, bridge
and mass transit repairs i!!cluded in
the legislation.
But, Baker said, there will be considerable agreement this year and in
the next Congress because ''stimulating the economy is not a Democratic or Republican concept.''
Moreover, he said in an interview
on CBS's "Face the Nation," most
Republicans now agree federal so·
cia! programs ''cannot be cut significantly again," and most Democrats agree the national budget
"must be got under control."
The lame-duck session - likely
to last little more than three weekswas called mainly because President
Reagan wanted Congress to deal
with appropriation bills for the remainder of the current fiscal year.
But a surprisingly strong consensus developed over the past two

weeks, favoring enactment of a 5·
cent gasoline tall; increase to finance
the needed public works and create
jobs in a depressed labor market.
Baker said he has made a commit·
ment to call up a pending antitrust
bill, and also Wl\nts action to permit
Jive television of the Senate. But he
predicted that little more than some
appropriation bills and the gas tax·
jobs measure will be enacted before
Christmas.
Since there is no way that all the
pending money bills can be passed
during the short session, Congress
also will have to pass another socalled ''continuing resolution'' to fi.
nance government operations in the
interim.
That action will not be a happy
one for most members to take, since
it is certain to include a continuance
of the ceiling ou top federal pay increases. If that ceiling were dropped, membersofCongress and other
top officials would get a pay raise.
Baker's remarks also appeared
virtually to rule out any resolution
during the lame-duck session of the
conflict over the MX missile and
Reagan's proposed "dense pack"
basing scheme, or on any other con-

troversial pending legislation.
What is needed to improve the
jobs picture significantly, Baker
said, is to "get the economy going
again, and produce revenues sufficient to lower the deficits."
Asked his opinion of additional
job-creating bills and how they
might be financed, Baker called a
public works plan !I "drop in the
bucket" in the unemployment picture.
According to Transportation
Secretary Drew Lewis, the proposal
would create 320,000 direct and indirect jobs. With 11 million people
out of work it would have only a
small effect on the nation's 10.4 percent unemployment.
And a key Senate source acknowledged to United Press International
that the bill will produce "very little
matching" ofne'w jobs with areas of
high unemployment.
The Associated General Contracters estimate that each $1 billion in
additional revenue would create
13,100 on-site jobs paying an average of $21,000 a year, 13,200 onsite jobs paying $22,000, and
36,700 "induced" or indirect jobs
with no specified wage.

Black colleges may merge to survive
Three black Texas colleges, faced
with the prospect of limping into the
21st century-ifthey make it at all,
are considering a merger that would
maintain their tradition of training
black ministers·while allowing them
to compete better for vital foundation dollars.
The three schools - Wiley College of Marshall, Texas College of
Tyler and Huston Tillotson College
of Austin - each have enrollments
of about 600 and each have operating budgets of about $5 million.
Wiley will be 110 years old next
year, and the other two are more than
I 00 years old.
Each is faced with dwindling enrollments, competitive pressures
and financial erosion that have
forced 147 small colleges nationwide to close in recent years.
"Our three schools can limp
along, but limping's not the name of
the game,'' said Dr. Robert Hays,
president of Wiley College. "If we
don't merge, we won't survive into
the 21st century.
"Merger is the way these days.

Big corporations do it. Some other
schools have done it. We ought to do
it. Those who are kindred aren't
going to be around anymore."
Dr. Ed Clark, president of Texas
College, said a merger creating one
school of 1,400 to 1,800 students
could be far more successful in
attracting sizable foundation grants
than three small, independent
schools.
He said, however, he would await
the results of a feasibility study to
decide if he would recommend the
merger to his board of trustees,
The three schools have estabIished a commission to study the
feasibility of merging, and that
group is expected to make its recom·
mendation in about three months,
said commission head John M.
Robinson, a Houston lawyer.
· .
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For only $10.00peryearyou can send the Daily
Lobo to any address in the whole US of A. That
means all75 papers published in semester I, all
73 papers published in semester II, and even all
nine papers published during the summer session will be mailed the day they are published.
That's 157 newspapers delivered home for only
$10.00.
Bring your $10 to our office, Maron Hall
lloom 131 (on· Redondo Dr. between
the journalism IIlii biology buildings) any
time from 8:00 1.m. to S:OO p.m.
Monday through Friday or m•illt to UNM
Ilox 20, Alb. N.M. 87131

schools open, but eliminating duplication of program majors.
The mostly likely option is closing two campuses and selling the
assets to finance expansion of the
other one, he said.
Robinson said there was little
opposition to the merger from trustees of the various boards, alumni or
students.
"Without the merger, a,ll three
could probably stand alone and
weather the storm," he said. "But
rather than have all three working
hard to maintain enrollments and income, why- not merge them into a
strong viable institution for the
education and benefit of black students?
Paul Quinn may ultimately join
the other three, he said.
Hays said he wants the consolidated institution, likely to have a
new name, to be located on Wiley's
us _ where oil was
75 _.
d' ac·~redcamp tl.
tsco.e
recen y.
He said, however, each school
hoped to have the new college and
th 1
titi between cities may
a comtpeh uont.
reso1ve e q es ton.
• "Each city is going to have to
enter into it, and the local businesses
and other institutions. We're going
to have to see who wants to have this
school. I think we should have an old
fashioned auction and see which city
is prepared to give the most. "

Public Interest Research Group
eager to improve organization
By Robert Sanchez
Eight members of the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group
returned recently from an organizing
seminar and said they wanted to put
to use what they learned on how to
improve their group.
"It (the Fourth Annual PIRG
Organizer Conference) showed us
what we want to strive to be," said
Maureen Hickey, a newly-elected
member to the NMPIRG board of
directors.

Kevin Bean, a newly-appointed
board member, said that PIRGs are
involved in four areas; litigation, research, lobbying and service; but he
added that NMPIRG is limited to
research and service because of their
budget.
Since 1978, NMPIRG has been a
chartered student organization receiving funds from ASUNM. In
1978, students voted down the "fee
system" that allowed part ofthe student activity fee to go to PIRG.
Hickey and Bean stated they

would llke to return to the fee
system.
"This is the first year we're going
to work with the legislature,'' Hickey said, referring to NMPIRG's
work on the proposed legislation for
a deposit on beverage containers.
Hickey said the workshops
attended by NMPIRG members centered around organizing existing
PIRGs and starting a new PIRG with special emphasis on recruit·
ment.
''Our first move is visibility"
through the recruitment of more students, Hickey said. She said this in·
valves talking to classes, tables with
information, and posters.
"Our goals are just to increase the
number of people involved with
NMPIRG and to publish more things
like guides and price surveys,"
Hickey said.
Presently NMPIRG has four staff
members, eight students on the
board of directors, nine in the core
group and between 30 and 40 volunteers.
"I don't think students are
apathetic," Bean said. "People feel

things are just out of their hands. We
want to return some control to indi·
viduals."
"One of the things we learned is
how not to deteriorate,'' Hall said.
"NMPIRG is always accountable to
students, I think PIRG is becoming
more professional and more productive."
Recently, NMPIRG held an elec·
tion for its board of directors. A
possible nine slots were available,
but only four students turned in petitions in time for the election. Since
the board regulations state that at
least five board members arc
needed, others had to be appointed.
The NMPIRG Board of Directors, which now numbers eight students, meets at 7:30 p.m. every
Thursday in a room on the: sc:cond
floor of the SUB.
Hall also noted that students involved in research projects are eligible to receive credit for the work
completed. He said one board member is receiving three hours of credit
in sociology for research on landlord/tenant problems.

Holiday poison season is approaching
For everything there is a season,
and poisons are no exception to the
rule, according to William Troutman, director of New Mexico
Poison, Drug Information and
Medical Crisis Center.
"Right now we're getting ready
for the holiday poisons," Troutman
said, The offending substances will
be decorations and holiday food.
The poison center provides a 24hour call-in information service and
is staffed by pharmacists with access
to current information on a variety of

potential poisons including plants
and household product~.
Troutman said flocking on Christ·
mas trees, tinsel and mistletoe are
high on the list of dangerous holiday
trappings. The most dangerous is
mistletoe, the berries of which are
potentially extremely toxic, Troutman said,
Poison centers nationwide receive
a peak. number of calls during late
summer, though Troutman said,
there is no apparent reason for the
increase.
''The Tylenol bUsiness threw us

off schedule in October,'' Troutman
said. In that month the center received an additional 750 calls 225 came in one day.
To prepare for the holiday season,
data on frequently injested toxic
substances, like different decorating
materials, is being updated and reviewed by staff members.
After the holiday rush, Troutman
said, the center can look forward to a
quiet January before spring arrives
with its influx of plant-related
poisonings, and summer's insect
bite spree,
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DOONESBURY

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

Grammer is still important sometimes
By Dave Barry
I cannot overemphasize the
importance of good grammar.
What a crock. I could easily
overemphasize the importance
of good grammar. For example, I
could say: "Bad grammar is the
leading cause of slow, painful
death in North Americ<J," or
"Without good grammar, the
United States would have lost
World War II."
The truth is that grammar is
not the most important thing in
the world. The Super Bowl is the
most important thing in the
world. But grammar is still important. For example, suppose
you are being interviewed for a
job as an airline pilot, and your
prospective employer asks if
you've had any experience, and
you answer: "Well, I ain't never
actually flied no actual airplanes
or nothing, but I got several
friends who I like to talk about
airplanes with."
If you answer this way, the
prospective employer will immediately realize that you have

Letters

ended your sentence with a preposition. {What you should have
said, of course, is " .... several
friends with whom I like to talk
about airplanes.") So you will
not get the job, because arline
pilots have to use good grammar
when they get on the intercom
and explain to the passengers
that, because of high winds, the
plane is going to take off several
hours late and land in Pierre,
S.D., instead of Los Angeles.
We did not always have grammar. In medieval England, people said whatever they wanted,
without regard to rules, and as a
result they sounded like morons,
Take the poet Geoffrey Chaucer,
who co.uldn't even spell his first
name right. He wro.te a large
poem called "Canterbury Tales,"
in which people drone on and on
like this:
In a somer sesun shan softe

was the sunne,

I kylled a younge birde ande I
ate it on a bunne.

When Chaucer's poem was
first published, everybody read it
and said: "My God, we need
so.me grammar around here."
So they formed a Grammar
Commission, which developed

parts of speech, the main ones
being nouns, verbs, predicates,
conjectures, participles,
proverbs, adjoiners, coordinates
and rebuttals.
When the colonists came to.
America, they rebelled against
British grammar, They openly
used words like "ain't" and
"finalize," and when they wro.te
the Declaration of Independence
they deliberately mispelled
many words. Thanks to their
courage, today we Americans
have only two. rules of grammar:
RULE 1. THE WORD ''ME" IS
ALWAYS INCORRECT.
Mo.st of us learn this rule as
children, fro.m o.ur mothers. We
say things like, "Mom, can Bo.bby and me roll the camping trailer over Mrs. Johnson's cat?"And our mothers say, "Remember your grammar, dear. You
mean: 'Can Bobby and I roll the
camping trailer over Mrs. Johnson's cat?' Of course you can, but
be ho.me by dinnertime."
The only exceptio.n to this rule
in in formal business writing,
where instead of "I" you must
use "the undersigned," Fo.r example, this business letter is incorrect:

Last week, President Reagan
proposed building the MX missile in the dense pack mode in
Wyoming. The projected cost is
$26 billio.n dollars and this is cer·
tainly an underestimatio.n.
Reagan is a masterful actor. He
was just on the edge of tears at
the end of his speech describing
ho.w this pro.posal was in the
name o.f peace and disarmament. Ho.wever, the hypocrisy of
his po.sitio.n was plainly clear to.
the millions o.f people natio.nThe commentary published
Wednesday, headlined "Blind
patriotism is dead," sho.uld
have been credited to. Daily
Lobo Arts editor Eddie Tafoya.
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Disciplinary problems in the residence halls result in three to six
housing co.ntract cancellations o.n
the average in any given semester
said Randy Bo.eglin, asso.ciate dea~
of students.
Disciplinary problems that may
result in tennination o.f a contract
and the dismissal of a student fro.m
the do.rrns include the possessio.n o.r
use of alco.hol or illegal drugs, high
no.ise levels, physical violence and
possessio.n o.f illegal weapons.
Boeglin said six to 12 co.ntracts
are not renewed fo.r the next semester because of contract infractio.ns.
Most of the incidents repo.rted are
alco.ho.l or no.ise related pro.blems,
Boeglin said.
He said a student is usually no.t
dismissed fro.m the donnito.ries on
the first contract violatio.n.
''The general assessment is that
most cancellatio.ns invo.lve a series
of infractio.ns," Bo.eglin said,
He said disciplinary action is a
"pro.cess" for most students which

wide who. voted fo.r the Nuclear
Freeze referendums which wo.n
easily during the last elections.
Reagan is attempting to. preside o.ver the largest nuclear arms
buildup ever witnessed o.n this
earth. He argues that the Soviets
are ahead of us in strategic
weapo.ns. This is simply no.ttrue.
Our own military has repeatedly
ackno.wledged that the Soviet
Unio.n has caught up with us and
bo.th sides are no.w at rough parity. Reagan talks only about
Soviet advantage in number o.f
land-based missiles and gross
megatonnage. However, years
ago., the United States decided to
place its strategic emphasis o.n
smaller, more accurate warheads and on submarine-based
missiles; we have mo.re warheads and can deliver them
mo.re accurately. No. knowledgeable military leader would even
consider trading o.ur strategic
fo.rces for tho.se of the Soviet
Unio.n.
Why build up the MX anyway?

Its o.nly possible use is as a first
strike weapon. The missiles on
o.nly a few of our submarines are
both safe from first strike attack
and capable o.f destroying mo.st
of the cities and people in the
So.viet Unio.n. Clearly, this is
eno.ugh o.f a deterrent. The MX in
the currently pro.po.sed basing
mo.de wo.uld be easily rendered
ino.perative by a first strike from
the So.viet Union. So. why build
it? Clearly, the United States
wants first strike potential. Mo.st
of the newly pro. posed weapons
systems, Trident, Cruise, Pershing and MX, are o.nly useful as
first strike weapo.ns, co.unterfo.rce weapo.ns. The So.viet Unio.n, which has most o.f its
strategic weapo.nry in land·
based systems, would be made
veryvulnerable ifthese weapo.ns
were to be built. Their o.nly reso.urce would be to put missiles
on computer-controlled, launcho.n-warning readiness, which
would make them very susceptible to accidental firing.

The START talks initiated by
Reagan are doo.med to. failure
under the present administratio.n. Our propo.sals will never be
accepted because they were designed to be rejected. They call
fo.r extreme cutbacks by the
So.viets and little change on our
part. Our government is not serio.us abo.ut disarmament.
This administration believes it
can starve out the So.viet Unio.n
in a long, pro.tracted arms race.
This dangerous and naive thinking can o.nly end in the death of
hundreds of millio.ns or human
extinctio.n. We commit this
suicidal hubris at a time when
the mayors of U.S. cities have
recently ackno.wledged that vast
numbers of the nation's poo.r
and unemployed will be in grave
tro.uble this winter. The mayo.rs
proposed that the federal go.vernment allo.cate $500 million fo.r
emergency food and shelter for
the poo.r. Can you guess who. will
turn do.wn this urgent request?
Tom Andrews

invo.lves professional staff intervention.
Boeglin said each incidence report made,out by, student advisors is
reviewed by resident directo.rs and
an assistant dean and if'' a repetitive
pattern" of incidents is seen, then a
conference with the student may be
called.
Bo.eglin said the conference gives
the student an o.pportunity to. resolve
the problem in an adult manner.
If the student fails to reso.]ve 'the
pro.blem and repeats violatio.ns, fo.ur
subsequent steps are taken.
First, an o.fficialletter o.f warning
will bl;' sent to the student. Next, the
student may be put on specific probation, which indicates certain guidelines the student canno.t break. The
next step taken is general probatio.n,
which means the student is mo.nitored for any disciplinary problems.
If the student breaks his pro.bation, tben his co.ntract may be terminated.
Boeglin called this disciplinary
pro.cess "o.verwhelmingly successful," and he said the majo.rity o.f the
students dealt with begin to. assume

By Taina Kuusisto

IN A SITUATION
L/K/3 T/115?"

Since the New Mexico. schoo.ls do.
no.t pro.vide full educatio.n is so.me
fields, the state supports two. programs sending New Mexico residents
out of state to. co.mplete their education.
The administrato.r for the pro.grams, Matjorie Hepple of UNM,
said there have been pro.blems ''getting the word o.ut" about the pro.g-

rams.
Her wo.rds were proven true when
Jay Stinson, asso.ciate dean for
administratio.n and student affairs at
Tufts University in Bosto.n, wanted
to intro.duce an exchange pro.gram
for future dental students.
No.t one student attended his presentatio.n recently at UNM.
Stinso.n was trying to recruit students to. a contract student exchange
program. Tufts University is one of
nine scho.ols with which UNM has a
contract.
Six o.f the schoo.ls are medical
schools, two. are o.f veterinary medicine scho.ols and one is an o.ptometry
scho.o.l.
The other pro.gram, the Western
Interstate Co.mmissio.n fo.r Higher
Educatio.n, WICHE, lets students
stay closer io. home while studying
in o.ne of the 13 western states that

participate in WICHE.
At first, WICHE was limited to.
medical schools, but since its foundation in the 1950s, it has been expanded to. include 15 different disciplines.
With the co.ntract pro.gram, which
includes schools o.utside the WICHE
area, a student may end up as far
away as Bo.sto.n.
Students coming from rural o.r
iso.lated areas experience a dramatic
change, Stinso.n said. But, he said,
Tufts University has never had any
pro.blems with New Mexicans, who.
always "seem to bring a pair o.f
boots with them."
Tufts is mainly loo.king for thirdyear dental students, but, Stinson
said, they would also be interested in
seco.nd-year students.
"University of New Mexico.
seems to be a go.o.d training
gro.und," he said. Each year an
average o.f five New Mexicans
graduate fro.m Tufts.
Hepple said abo.ut 75 percent o.f
the students return to. New Mexico.
after graduating from the o.ut-ofstate schools.
Bo.th agreed that it is beneficial to.
the state to. send students elsewhere
fo.r their education. The costs of
starting a dental scho.ol, for example, wo.uld be around $300 millio.n,
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Subscripl•on rate 1S $10 per academic year.
Second class postase pard at Albuquerque,
New Mex1to 87131.
lhe opm•uns expressed oh the editorial
pages ot the New Mexico Da1fy 'Loba are

responsible behavio.r,
"I think the process is a positive,
educational experience that the student pro.fits from," Bo.eglin said.
Bo.eglin said most o.fthe disciplinary action invo.lves underclassmen
and male residents.
"I don't recall a graduate student
ever being subjected to disciplinary
action," he said.
"Contract terminations are cases
where o.ur effo.rts and the students
have not been succr.ssful,'' he said.
Bo.eglin said cancellatio.ns are
appealable within the I 0 days after
no.tice o.f canccllatio.n through the
dean o.f students o.ffice.
General refunds for food and
ho.using are available up to. the first
six weeks o.f a semester, but a person
who. is suspended fro.m the do.rrnitories after this period will receive a
refund only fo.r the food portio.n o.f
the remaining co.ntract.
Bo.cglin said a student who. has
been suspended fro.m the do.rrnito.ries must wait a minimum period of
o.ne semester befo.re they can rcpetitio.n the housing o.ffice lo reside
o.n-campus again.
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By Anna Gallegos

"Dear Hunky-Dory Canned
Fruit Co.mpany: A couple days
ago my wife bought a can ofyo.ur
cling peaches and served them
to my mo.ther who has a weak
heart and she damn near died
when she bit into a live grub. If I
ever find outwhereyo.u live, I am
gonna whomp you on the head
with a ax handle."
This should be corrected as
fo.lio.ws:
" ... If the undersigned ever
finds out where you live, the
undersigned is gonna who.mp
yo.u on the head with a ax
handle."
RULE 2. YOU'RE NOT
ALLOWED TO SPLIT INFINITIVES.
An infinitive is the wo.rd "to."
and whatever comes right behind it, such as "to a tee," "to the
best o.f my ability," "to.mato,"
etc. Splitting an infinitive is putting so.mething between the "to"
and the other words. For example, this is incorrect:
"Hey man, you got any, you
know, spare change you co.uld
give to, like, me?"
The correct version is:
" .. , spare change you could,
like, give to. me?"

Reagan's hipocrisy shows in missle decision

Dormitory disciplinary .action
working well on UNM campus
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CEHTER

Red River '82

Persons who wish to submit proposals for funds from the UNM
Foundation, Inc., for projects and
activities to b() undertaken during
the 1983-1.984 academic year should
do so no later than Feb. 1.5, 1983.
"Such requests must come via the
appropriate department chairman or
director, academic dean and vice
president or provost and be sent to
the UNM Foundation, Inc., 200
New Mexico Union," said Bob
Lalicker, executive director of the
foundation. The original proposal
plus 10 copies arc required along
with a completed checklist form
available from Lalicker's office.
The proposl!ls will be considered
in March by Interim President John
Perovich's Needs Review Committee, The committee consists of Provost McAllister Hull, Jr., Vice Pres. ident Marvin "Swede" Johnson,

Pn•-Hnnb: skiing, sl(•dding, inner tubing
t>verything party bash!!
Goi warmed up lilr this Sl'ason's
.1tn'lUlOUS skiing sehedul<>l!
Don't forge·! next SC'ITI('SIPr's 9 fun-flllrd trips!

Bdng this ad in for
$:3 off your Red River Trip!
Call 277-2336 or visit
room 24B down,;tairs in tlw SUB.

Give thegiftofmusie this
Clmidtmall ...

f.~rate 4mp/illtiz

REG 14950

"There really isn't a safe stimulant," said Dr. Olga Eaton, Student
Health Center Director,
Caffeine may be the first thing
students think of when final exams
time nears. Labels and encyclopedias inform consumers that caffeine may be found in many soft
drinks, chocolate, tea and coffee.
It is generally I to 4 percent of the
total in coffee, and 2 to 4 percent
proportion in tea, Caffeine may also
be referred to as theine, and is used
as a stimulant and diuretic.
"Even too much coffee can lead
to problems," Eaton said. "It can
cause premature heart contractions
and other problems such as shaky
hands and increased sweating."
Students are wiser to plan ahead
and avoid all-night study sessions,
Eaton said. '• After a certain point, a
student is better off sleeping for a
while and then returning to his or her
studies.
Personnel at· the health center recommend not drinking coffee on an
empty stomach as it can cause an
upset.

court competition in New York in
January.
Law professor Michael Browde,
advisor to the UNM moot court
teams, said the differ!)nce between
winning and losing in the competition was "luck.''
"In some arguments the other
Traditionally, the department of
UNM team (who earned fifth place)
did even better than the winning ·Modern and Classical Languages
team,inmyopinion,'' Browdesaid. has given the highest number of
In preparation for the contest, the ''A's" in lower division courses in
Jaw students wrote IS drafts of a the college of Arts and Sciences.
Arts and Science's Dean Chris
37-page brief, and prepared arguments for both sides of the case. Garcia said that there is little deviaTeams were judged on both posi- tion from the norm in most departments as far as the number of A's
tions in the competition.
The regional contest and the and B's given, but that usually Modnational meet are sponsored by the ern and Classical. Languages gives
New York bar association and the the most A's.
"Generally, the sciences tend to
American College ofTrial Lawyers.
give fewer A's , with some exceptions," said Garcia.
One exception is the English deducted
at
the
UNM
school
of
mediWomen who experience moderpartment,
which in fall semester
ate to severe breast pain are being cine.
1981
gave
8.7 percent A's, the
The
study
is
designed
for
women
sought for a drug study to be con·
between the ages of 19 and 44 years lowest percentage of A's given in
old who have breast pain that tends lower division courses, The next
to improve with the onset of regular lowest was Chemistry, at 10.4 per•
cent, compared to a mean percen·
menstruation periods.
tage of 15.0 for all departments in
Study participants must have no Arts and Sciences.
history of breast tumors or nodules,
Modern and Classical Languages
no systemic illnesses and be taking gave 20.7 percent A's during the
no drugs including birth control same semester.
pills, according to Dr. Marie BuckGarcia said almost everybody
man, who will direct the study.
takes lower division English courses
The five-month study will require (100,101 and 102), and that i~ prob·
participants to make monthly visits ably why they give less A's.
to the clinical research center at
"In this college, I can't say that
UNM Hospital.
that department or this department is
Interested women should contact easier," said Garcia. "I hope we
Maxine Payne, UNM Department of don't have any give-away classes in
Medicine, 277-4064.
Arts and Sciences," he added.

Three UNM School of Law students won first place in a moot court
competition held recently marking
the eighth consecutive year a UNM
team has earned top honors in its
region.
Two teams represented UNM at
the competition, both arguing a
hypothetical criminal case involving
Sixth Amendment rights. The teams
delivered their arguments before a
mock U.S. Supreme Court at the
meet in Denver, and competed with
eight other law schools.
Peggy Hardwick, Daniel Ramczyk and MacDonnell Gordon, the
first-place team, will go on to represent the five-state region - including Arizona, Colorado, Utah and
Wyoming- at the national moot

Eltd111i:Cu1tat
REG. 1g9.s0
BUILT IN DISTORTION

Medical School Dean Leonard
Napolitano and Associate Vice President Carroll Lee,
"Their recommendations will be
forwarded to Interim President Perovich, who will then submit his requests to the UNM Foundation,
Inc., for funding [rom unrestricted
assets of the foundation," La Iicker
said. "The founation' s board of
directors will take final action on
such requests at its annual meeting
to be held in May,
"Last year," he added, "nearly
$100,000 of unrestricted gift money
was allocated for various programs
at the University by the foundation."
Copies of the proposal guidelines
can be obtained from deans, department chairpersons, directors and
Lalicker's office.
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Arts.
'The· Nutcracker' is flawed, yet still spellbinding
Leslie Donovan
'Twas the weekend after Thanksgiving and all through Popejoy
flail, not a soul was stirring, spellbound were one and all while visions
of sugar plums, snowflakes and
roses danced across the stage in the
annual New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra (NMSO)/Oakland Ballet
Company presentation of
Tchaikovsky's The Nutcracker.
Some nights everything lights, music, costumes and
dance - all come together in a
flash that takes your breath away,
your heart is stretched by the joy of
beauty and you wonder at yourself
until you see that flash confirmed in
the eyes of those around you,
Oakland Ballet Company's Saturday night performance of The Nutcracker had several such moments,
startlingly satisfying in view of the

Theatre review
memory of the same company's
poor presentation of the same ballet
last year.
Still, though this was a fine performance, one the Oakland Ballet
Company should be proud of, it also
had many flaws.
A rushed first act, some technically uneven solo dances, a couple of
awkward scene changes and poorly
executed transitions between reality
and dream, took their toll on the
production's total design.
However, superb principal dan-

cers and NMSO's sensitive re- Lance James, were elegant not only
creation of Tchaikovsky' s haunting in their fine technical execution, inmelodies, made such faults easy to cluding beautifully formed lines and
ignore.
For those who don't know the plot
of Tchaikovsky's holiday classic,
The Nutcracker goes as follows.
One Christmas Eve, a young girl
Marie (sometimes also called Clara)
is given a nutcracker doll by her
mysterious, magical uncle, That
night she dreams that the doll comes
to life as a handsome prince, battles
the wicked Rat-King for her and
accompanies her to the Kingdom of
Sweets. There, they are treated
royally, viewing dances by the
Snow Queen and Cavalier, the
Sugar Plum Fairy and Cavalier, the
Rose Queen and Cavalier and a host
of living sweets; Sugar Plums,
Spanish Chocolates, Arabian Coffees, Chinese Tea and French BonBons.
The Oakland Ballet Company's
use of vibrant, rich colors and sensual textures for costumes, backdrops and sets gave this production
the luxuriant eye-appeal that is crucial to the success of a full-length
narrative ballet.
Directed by NMSO's assistant
conductor, Willy Sucre, the orchestra carefully carved "The Dance of
the Sugar Plum Fairies'' with sharp,
precisely timed intervals and sculpted the "Rose Pas De Deux" with a
romantically rendered sense oflyrical balance and mood.
But it was the principals, particularly the Snow Queen and Cavalier
and the Sugar Plum Fairy and Cavalier, who meshed the music, visuals
and dance into a single experience.
The Snow Queen and Cavalier,
performed by Erin Leedom and

fully realized extensions, but also in
their lovely, lyrical sense of move-·
ment and their professional case in

their art.
Shirlee Rccvie and Ronald Thiele
as the Sugar Plum Fairy and Cavalier, were similarly skilled and
sensitive to their art, carrying out
virtuoso lifts and mid-air Hips with
an almost casual attitude. This cou.
pie's deep love of dancing also electrified their every move and found a
big response with the audience.
Unfortunately, the Rose Queen
and Cavalier, Abra Rudisill and
Mario Alon:w, were not as satisfying. Rudsill's technique was capable, but. often uncertain, lifeless
and stilted instead of fluid, while
Alonzo could not get enough height
on his leaps and his lifts showed too
much effort, often ending quite
heavily,
Though the living sweets were all
quite good, the Arabian Coffees,
Joy Gim and Jon Konetski, were
especially so in their highly evocative, sensous dance which incorporated many angular, modern movements along with the original classical choreography.

Arts fair slated
More than 150 New Mexico
artists and craftspeople will present
their works at the annual Christmas
Arts and Crafts Fair to be held at the
UNM Student Union Ballroom Dec.
2, 3 and 4.
Sponsored by the Associated Students ofUNM, the fair will run from
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. and will include
live entertainment.
There is no admission charge.
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Today's Events

Tuesday's Events

Tht A-r,~A m~riun Ce1Uer will sponsor a sym·
poslUni on Black Studies aE 7 p.m. today intheUNM
Kiva. Two paperS from each class in A(ro.-American
Studies will be read and the Carl J<em Scholarship of
S2SOwJ11 be awarded to the paper judgM best. Second
and third place awards will afso be given.
Rtstdentt Hall Students arc reminded to _submit
their room and board- contract rem:wa1 ma!erials by 4
p.m. Tuesday. Fotms should be ~ubmitted ·to
Housing Collections, second floot, La Posada.
TheS•ncU.11ryGroup, for alcoholir;s only~ meets at
8 J:J.m. Mondays, and at noon Tucsdayj and Thur•
sdays in the Newman Centet, JSJS Las lomas NE, on
campus.

An A.norul• Nenos1 1nd Bulimia Selr·Htlp
Croup will meetJrom 7 to 9 p.ni, Tuesday in the
Women's Center.

A Mlth Confidtnce Worllshop will meet from
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Tuesday in the UniVer5it)'
Skills Center, third rtoor, Zimmerman Library.
The bep•rtmenl of ~fllhemtdC:!Itnd St1ilsUcs will
have an Open House from 2;30 to 4;:10 p.m. Tuesday
in lhe Humanhies Building, room 446. All
Prospective math majors or others planning to take
any upr>er division mathematic courses are invited IO
atlend.

Student Book Store
for

.. --:.....,- ..

Any Tune-up
on
Any Car

Do you like
coffee?
Let me pour
you a cup
for 5¢
or with a
purchase FREE!
See details
below.

Opposite UNM
Bel!!t Price!!!

Paid Everyday
For Ui!!ed Text!!!.

We Serve
Homemade Pastries!
Doughnut Holea •••••••.••••••• ~
Cake Doughnuta.••••.••.•••••20¢
Glazed Doughnut• •••••••••••• 2~
SwHI Rolla, Bear CIIWI,
Maple Bara, Jelly·fllled
Doughnut• .................. 3~
Chocolate Chip, Sugar, Oatmeal
Cooklea .................... ,22~
Smell Brownlea••••.•••••••••• 2~
Large Brownies ••••••••••••• ·.3~

Beatrix Potter's
THE TALE OF PETER RABBIT
AND OTHER STORIES
With 150 lovely full-color illustrations

Santa Is waiting to reserve your ad In this festive lssuel

HARRY'S PLACE
(Centre! at VIla)

NOW FEATURING

FRIED ZUCCHINI

Deadline December 3, 1982

with parmesan cheese

Call the New Mexico Dally Lobo Display Advertising Department at 277•

Homemade vegetable soup

5656 to reserYe space or for more Information.

An enchanting new vision of

99¢
79¢
otter good thrll tht wtekend

That's right! At New Mexico Union Food Service we've rolled coffee prices back
to 5¢·or FREE with any food purchase-before Bam and after 4pm. So come to the
Union this Fall Semester and enjoy FREE coffee With a meal or your favorite
$nack, during these special times. Offer valid only for students, faculty and staff
of UNM.

UN.M

GOOD!

New Mexico union Pood service

by Allen Atkinson

UNM Bookstore

Pa)!c X. New McxJco ll;uly Lobo, Nowrnbcr 2lJ, 1982
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********************** Arts

Sports

Conceptions Southwest

Four Lobos picked
to All-WAC squad

UNM's fine arts/literary publication

1982 issue on sale now

$4

By Steve King

**********************
by Sheaffer~·
... fun, fashion,
function!
The

fun

pens from
Sheaffer~', Kaleidoscope
refillable ballpoint pens
come in a blaze of
cheerful colors and ~=======
lively designs. At this budget price, you can
enjoy one for yourself and several for giftgiving. See our selection of Kaleidoscope
pens today.

$3.98

SANTA FE NATIVE, Joe City is beginning to sow the seeds of his musical talent in southern
California.

New Mexican singer/lyricist
adopts new musical home
By .Johanna King
Flaslr!Hometown boy m~kes

Student Book Store
Opposite UNM
2122 Central SE
243· :'"-7

good.
It took a move to California and a
few years of devotion to his genre,
but forrncr UNM student and New
Mexico native Joe City is finally get·
ling what he wants. City is the lead
singer and principal songwriter of

the Los Angeles-based group Joe
City and the Nightcrawlers.
City attended UNM as a music/
spanish major from 1974-1975.
During this time he played in a couple of local bands and also went solo
for awhile. However, after playing
at numerous nightclubs and lounges
around town City decided that Albuquerque was not ready for the type of
music he wanted to create.
"I wanted to play original music
and I couldn't do that here," City
explained. "In Los Angeles it's not
the same. There's a lot of bands
there. The original music scene is
just real active and there's a lot of
people writing music and recording
and putting out their own records.''
City, a Santa Fe native, has al·
ways been a fan of reggae, rhythm
and blues and funk-all elements of
Nightcrawlers' music. Some of his
inspirations include The Everly
Brothers, the Beatles and Elvis. "I
was never able to go for disco, progressive.rock, jazz-rock, fusion rock
or heavy metaL It just ncv.er
appealed to me.
"When I moved to L.A. I really
thought I was going to be playing
restaurants and lounges or getting
into a Latin group," City stated.
"But then I found out that a lot of
stuff was coming back, or regenerating, like rock-a-billy, reggae, basic
pop and rock-n-rolt."
The tall, dark-haired musician
compared. his group's music with
The Go-Go's, The Police, The
Motels and (his favorite group) the
Clash.
Joe City and the Nightcrawlers,
although only one year old, are start·

ing to gain popularity in southern
California. According to drommer
J.B. Ziskrout, formerly with the
popular California punk group Bad
Religion, the Nightcrawlers prefer
to think of their music as dance
music.
The group has just recently released their debut album Joe City
and the Nightcrawiers through
Half Step Records. The record has
won the acclaim of several L.A. reviewers who haved called it' 'a terrific debut," (the Union Daily) and
''a slick-sounding record," (The
Daily Sundial).
The sound created by the band has
been described as a "ska-type rock
with subtle inflections," (UCLA
Daily Bruin) and has been catigo·
rized with the music of Oingo
Boingo, Tom Petty and Tom Carroll. Ziskrout explained that
although the Nightcrawlers' music
is orginal, their vocals "parallel an
Elvis Costello feel with Latin inflec·
tions."
Other band members include
rhythm guitarist Gregory Welsh,
bassist Larry Lei then and saxophonist Guido Charles. Charles is originally from Los Alamos and is also a
former UNM student.
Although right now the band
plays strictly for California clubs
and colleges, they anticipate going
on a cross country tour within the
next three or four months and one of
their stops will include Albuquerque.
"I'm not sure how receptive
Albuquerque would be but we hope
to incorporate them into our tour,"
he said.

Four members of the 20th ranked
UNM football squad were picked to
the 1982 Western Athletic Conference first team. Jimmie Carter,
Johnny Jackson and Ray Homfeck
were repeaters, while Mike Carter,
made it for the first time.
Jimmie Carter made All-WAC for
the third straight time. The 6-foot-2inch, 203 pound junior from Austin,
Texas was the Lobos' secondleading tackler behind Jackson.
Jackson led UNM in tackles and
sacks in 1982, making him the most
feared linebacker in the conference.
The 5-10, 205 pound, sophomore
was named the defensive player of
the week three times this year and
was picked twice nationally.
Hornfeck also made the all conference team for the second straight
time. The Lobo safety battled
through various injuries this year to
lead the troubled UNM secondary.
Mike Carter led the explosive
UNM offense which ranked in the
top- I 0 in the nation in rushing and

scoring. The 5-9, 190 pound senior
from Albuquerque's Sandia High
School finished fifth in the WAC
with 722 rushing yards.
The Brigham Young Cougars
placed 10 players on the first team,
including quarterback Steve Young
and All-American tight end Gordon
Hudson.
Other Lobo offensive players to
make either the second team or honorable mention were running back
Michael Johnson, offensive lineman
Don Elliot, quarterback David
Osborn, receivers Keith MaGee and
Derwin Williams, tight end John
Lane, and center Paul Zamprelli.
Defensively, linemen Kelly Wilson and AI Greenwood, along with
punter Bobby Ferguson nabbed
honors.
The Lobes led the WAC in
rushing defense, finished second in
the league in total offense and
second in total defense. Ferguson
finished second in the conference in
punting, while the Lobo offensive
unit only trailed Air Force in rushing
offense.

SKILLS CENTER
3rd Floor Zhntnennan Library 277-4560
Schedule for week of Nov. 29
"Preparing for Finals" Workshops
.\londay ll-29 4-.5pm
Tuesday ll-30 1-2pm
Wechwsday 12-1pm
Thursday 12-2 llam-12pm
Friday 12-3 12-1pm

Math Workshops will be held
at regular times.
English drop-in labs Mon-Thur 2-6pm
Bring in your graded papers to revise or practice writing with our sample topics.
Tutors will be available to help you.

Closed Week
Workshops
Monday, December 5

Thursday, December 9

Preparing fi>r Finals
Math 100
Math 120
.Math 121
!\lath 150
Math 162
English Drop in

10-11
1:30-3
3-.5
3-4
4-5:30
12-1
2-()

Tuesday, December 7

THE MILLER BREWING COMPANY PRESENTS .••

A multi-image prescnttltion of the m:wketin~ and advertising strategies that have catapultccl Milici·
B1·cwir1g ComJ>nny fmm sc\'Cilth J>lacc in the hcc1' indusii'Y to second !)late today.
THIS ENTEUTAINING PUOGUAM IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.
Wednesday, December lsi, 7::10 PM nt the Hilton lnn
SwmrwrrriiJy: Tile r\ml'rkma ,\fttrA·etittM .-b.liotit~tim~t t.';.\lM CollrJtiufe ClurJ,Irr
tliullltr .\'(Ill' .\lr:dtn lleiTrtlf,!e Crmqmuy,

Weatherilf, soprano; Frances
Robertson, alto; Victor Garcia,
tenor; and Wisconsin soloist Lynn
Berg, bass.
Tickets for "The Messiah" arc
$5, $4.50 and $4, with a discount of
$1 for Century Club members,
senior citizens, and UNM students,
faculty and staff. Early reservations
are suggested. For ticket informatiOrt, contact UNM's Popejoy Box
Office at 277-3121.

Math 100
NS 100/Bio 100
Math 150
Math 120
English Drop-in
Preparing for Finals

1:30-:3
2-3::30
2:.'30-4
.'3:.'30-5
2-()

2-3

2-6
4-5

Math 100
Math 120
Math 150
.Math 162
.\lath 100
English Drop-in

11-12
12-J
1-2
2-.'3
2-4

2-6

Wednesday, December 8
1:.'30-3
1:.'30-3

Math 100
Math 162
English Drop-in
Math 150
Math 120
Math 100

2-6
3-4:30

3-5
5-5:30

Umbrella Workshops
December 1982
"Opel'ation Santa Claus"
H<•st>r\':.ttions due by 5pm. Xov. 10 in Boom 230
johnson Gym. Call 277-51.'51 fill' mon• information.

"Operation Santa Claus" schedule:
Friday 12-10
Tuesday 12-14
Wl'dnt>sdav 12-15
Thursday i2-16
.\londav 12-20
Tuesday 12-21
Wednesday 12·22

ALL- WAC: Johnny Jackson tips a pass that led to an in·
terception while Jimmie Carter looks on. Both Carter and
Jackson were named first team All-WAC selections over the
weekend.

Lobos representing NM
in soccer tournament
By Dan O'Sheaf

Actresses needed for Lorca show

The UNM women's soccer club
will represent the state in a regional
tournament next February in Las
Vegas, Nevada.

Tryouts for the theater arts department production of Federico Garcia
Lorca's "The House of Bernarda
Alba" will take place from 7 to 10
p.m. Tuesday,. Wednesday and
Thursday at the Experimental Theater, downstairs in the Fine Arts
Center.
The play takes place in Spain in

The Lobos are fall champions of
the Albuquerque city league, with a
7-0-1 league record, 8·2·2 ovcr_aJL
Only five goals were scored agatnst
UNM in league competition •. The
Lobos finished their season wtth a
round-robin tournament against Arizona State and Colorado State. It
was their first college competition
this season.

1936 and has an all female cast of 21
characters.
People interested in reading for
the play should sign up on the casting board sheet just outside of the
costume shop.
The production will rehearse next
semester and will perform March
31, and April 1, 2, 7, 8, and 9.

10::30-12
11-12

Friday, December 10
10-11:30
1-2:30
2-3

UNM musicians prepare
to Handel 'The Messiah'
The UNM Symphony Orchestra
will present its traditional holiday
season performance of George
Frederick Handel's masterwork,
"The Messiah,'' at 8:15 p.m. on
Wednesday in Popejoy Hall of
UNM's Fine Arts Center.
Under the direction of Associate
Music Professor John M. Clark, the
orchestra will present this popular
Christmas-time program with Albuquerque guest soloists Virginia

!\lath 100
Math 121
NS l00/13io 100
.\lath 162
.\lath 150
Math 180
English Drop-in

"We did extremely well and played very respectable,'' said Jim
Todd UNM women's soccer coach.
The Lobos split two games with the
Sun Devils and lost one game and
tied their other with the Rams.
Team members include fullbacks
Andrea Chang, Linda Gallegos, Val
Gutierrez, Jolie Nagel, and Dcbi'
Pierson. Rose Alvarez, Pacina Fer·
nandez, Cyndi Goodwin, Julie Luft
and Dorothy Stasicwicz are the for·
wards. Charlene Brown, Laura Kirchgessner, Andrea Lazar, Beth Martin and Carrie Strahan are midfielders and Sharon Hadad is the goal·
keeper.

All "Operation Santa Clatls" workshops
will he lwld from 6-Spm.

Wednesday, December I, 1982
"Lesbian Support/Hap Group"
7:30-9pm
Wonwn-s CcntCI'
(me<'ts cve1·y Wt•dnt'sday

ni~htl

Drop in Basis

"Parents": A discussion with a
r(•prl,sen tativc of the Pare11ts and
Frit>nds of Gays and Lesbians
7:30pm
Hoom 231 A-B SUB

"Hanging of the Green"
6:30pm procession and camling
meets at the SUB - followed by
traditional Christmas services
at 8pm ~~ the Alumni Chapel

Drop in Basis

Drop in Basis

Monday, December 6, 1982
"St. Tht•l'esa of Avilla Festival"
7:30pm
Ahmmi Chapel

"Ecuml'nical Worship Services"
7:30pm
Luther House

Drop in Basis
(meets ever)' Wednesday night)

Fdday, December 3, 1982
"Hcligious Student Support Group"
4p111
United C.unpus :\linistries Center
Drop in Basis
(meets every Fl'iday nigl1t)

Drop itr Basis

Tuesday, December 7, 1982
"Anor<•Jda Ncrvosn and Bulimia Self Help Group"
7pm-9pm
Women's Center
Drop in Basis
(meets every Tuesday night)
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Indian Jewelry
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A wrestler who:

Found talents by accident
By Gwrge P. Chavei':

Lobo. wrestler Tony Tracey is a
defending Western Athletic Conference champion. He's a National
Collegiate Athletic i\ssociation
qualifier and is also a co-captain of
the tough Lobo wrestling squad
which finished second in the WAC
last year.
The presence of this junior is surely felt in the success of the team, but
if it had not been for a twist of fate
UNM might now be without his superlative wrestling talent.
When Tracey was in third grade, a
friend invited him to watch a wrestl~g practice. The challenge-of oneon-one competition intrigued him
enough to start attending the practices himself. What started off as
"just something to do on Saturday"
soon turned into serious and frequent practices for Tracey as he pur-

sued wrestling on a full-time basis.
"When I was young I was interested in other sports, you know
football, basketball," Tracey said
"but I liked the challenge of wrest:
ling more."
Tracey attended Sandia High
School which is well known in the
state as having a strong wrestling
program. The strength and success
of this program helped him make the
decision to go out for the team at
SHS. He went on to become a three·
time state high school wrestling
champion for the Matadors.
1<\fter graduation Tracey had
another decision to make. He
wanted to wrestle in college, but
where? He decided to try his talents
out at Louisiana State University.
An auto accident prior to his arrival
at LSU kept him inactive and he
soon became disillusioned with the
program at LSU so he came back to

Lo bos co rra I Cowboys
Gary Colson's Lobes were less
than impressive Friday night - but
then again, there was really no
reason to bum themselves out.
In the second showcase basketball
game of the season the Lobos routed
New Mexico Highlands 122-84.
The Lobos sported fine passing,
complete control of the boards and a
pace that left the Cowboys rolling in
the dust.

Student Book Store
Opposite UNM
2122 Central SE 243-1777

But on the other hand, in spite of
the obvious difference of the big
school versus the small school,
Cowboy Terry Rixner led the quick
Highlands team with his polished
dribbling and passing.
The Lobos used an uptempo press
for a good portion of the game, a

Mon-Sat 11/29 to 12/4

••
••

CONCEPTIONS
SouTHWEST

1982

strategy which caused many a turnover for the opponents, and said
that he plans on keeping that strategy
alive.
"We went after them hard, created a lot of pressure and caused
turnovers," Colson said. "We've
been working on the press all year
long."
Lobo post man George Scott
scored 22 points and pulled down 10
rebounds while forward Tirn Garrett
scored 20 and grabbed eight boards.
"George responded well and got
some key boards," Colson said.
Other Lobos in double figures
were Michael Johnson with 10, Don
Brkovich who scored 14. Tim Fullmer came off the bench to score 12
while point guard Phil Smith had 16.
Forward Mike Kloeppel lead the

By Steve King

5¢

TYPING
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co with 19 points, notched 25 markers in a 91-53 demolition of Colorado College. "We played a whale
of a game,'' remarked Hoselton.
"We intimidated them into making
a lot of mistakes." UNM shot 60
percent from the field in the game
which might have helped the cause
also.
Senior forward Dcbie Leeper
added 17 points, while Winnie Foster and Muff Reinert chipped in 12
and 11 respectively. The Lobos shot
a torrid 67 percent in the first half as
they raced to a 67-25 halftime lead.
In the second CC-UNM matchup,
the Lobos broke away in the second
half to win, 71-55. "They shut off
our running game,'' reflects Hoselton, who's team is off to its best start
in his three-year tenure at UNM,
"until about the middle of the
second half when we got untracked.''
Foote again had the hot hand for
UNM as she had 17 points. Lobo
center Yvonne McKinnon scored 16
artd Reinert added 15 to pace the
UNM attack.
The 3-1 Lobos will face
Northern Arizona at 7:30p.m. Friday night in Universiiy Arena.
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Jeff AleKander

GOTCHA: Lobo Co-Captain Tony Tracey shows his might
against a Northern Arizona lumberjack.
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INTERESTED??

All Faculty & Staff
Meetings Nov. 30
Medical Center
Family Practice--3rd Floor
10 & 11 am
Sub Theater
1 &2 pm
This is your last day.to find
more about the Lovelace Health Plan.

Please Come!
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The College of Engineering will be offering these relevant topics to
NON-ENGINEERING majors next Spring. Minimal mathematics is
required. All courses are for 3 credit hours and graduate credit is
allowed except for engineering majors.
(Call No.)
Engr·N 322 (3466) Passive Solar Design MW 3:30 • 4:45 p.m.
Instructor: G. Bell, ME Dept.
TT 7:00 - 8:15 p.m.
Engr-N 340 (3467) Personal Computers
Instructor: J. McDermoH, EECE Dept.
Engr-N 350 (3468) Transportation & Society
Instructor: J. Hall, CE Dept.
MWF 10:00 • 10:50 a.m.
Engr-N 360 (4790) Computer and Society TT 3:30 - 4:45 p.m.
Instructor: w. Stubblefield, CS Dept.
Engr-N 380 (3469) Applications of Nuclear Energy
Instructor: G. Whan, ChiNE Dept,
TT 3.:30 • 4:45 p.m.
Engr-N 385 (3470) Solar Energy Use
TT 2:00 • 3:15p.m.
Instructor: G. Bell, ME Dept.

Textbook Co-op
Re-opening November 29
We sell your Books
for More!

Attention:
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Lady Lobos learn lesson

The UNM ladies basketball team
got a "rude awakening" in the
Queens Classic over the Thanksgiving. Much like the one The United
HOURS
2312 Central S.E.
1
States
laid on Japan in World War II
Mon-Fri 8:30-6:30
Across from Popejoy Hall 1
with the Atomic Bomb.
Saturday 10-5
255-9673
I The Lobos received a royal whipI ping by University of Missouri in the
I opening round, 102-67. Mizzou
COPIESCOPIESCOPIES
I went on to win the three-day event,
COPIESCOPIESCOPIES
I which was held in Plainview, Texas.
Lobos went on to finish fifth in
I The
six-team
tournament by beating
the
FREE Collation .
I Colorado College
twice.
I "They (Missouri)
came out
I aggressive and just intimidated
the
I hell out of us," stated UNM head
I coach Doug Hoselton. ''Missouri
I was definitely better than us, but
TERM PAPERS--RESUMES
IBM SELECTRIC 11
II they weren't fiftY points better::
THESES--LETTERS--LEGALS
The Lady T1gers came out hke
EDITING SERVICE
I gangbustets and opened a healthy
I
.~
I 67-25 halftime lead and never
I
I looked back. "Unless you play a
1
ALL STYLES OF TYPING
I team like that," says Hoselton,
1
OVERNITE SERVICE
I "you're not prepared for it. I don't
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Cowboys with 20 points while center Steve Cortez and Rixnereach had
14. They were the only Highland's
players to score in double figures.
After the game coach Gary Colson spoke about his team's easy victory.
"Our defensive intensity was
good,'' he said. "Our defensive intelligence was not so good.".
The Lobos played without the talents of Nelson ("B-52") Franse,
who is a potential team sparker with
his dead-eye jumpshot accuracy.
Franse broke a finger last week and
may be out of action for another
eight days.
The Wolfpack faces the University of Southern Colorado at 7;30 p.m.
Tuesday in the Pit. Tickets for this
game can be picked up and purchased at the SUB box office.

Tracey reciprocates the respect
back to his teammates and coach,
"Coach Dotson demands total dedicauon to wrestling during the season. He's the toughest coach I ever
had, and the best. I like him a lot.
And there is a good atmosphere
here, the team has a winning attitude."
The UNM matmen finished in
second place last year but Tracey
feels the Lobos have the strength and
attitude to take it all this season.
Along with team goals Tracey is
also trying to achieve some personal
goals.
"I would like to place in the
nationals and make AU-American.
My chances are good. I think I'm
capable of it."
When asked if the only thing
holding him back could be himself
he laughed and said "I never hold
myself back.''

ASSIST from Michael Johnson to /Viles Dockery that was good for two points bewildered a
N.M. Highlands player during the Lobos' season opener Friday night in the Pit.

By Eddie Tafoya

New Mexico.
"I'm glad I came back, The program is really good here, improving
every year due to good coaching."
Tracey said.
Head Lobo wrestling coach Bill
Dotson is also glad Tracey decided
to come to UNM.
"In all the years I've been
coaching I feel it's really rewarding
to coach someone like him," Dotson said. "All the hard training, the
dedication of trying to achieve high
goals, that's what he stands for."
"The other players feel the same
way too, as evidenced by the fact
that they voted him co-captain."
Dotson added.

For information call 277-3701
or drop by
Room 24-A SUB Basement.
We're ser.ving
Free coffee and doughnuts
on Monday and Tuesday
(11·29 and 11-30)!

We also carry
a wide selection
of textbooks for
the Spring semester.

